
Write this sentence using capital letters and punctuation.

bill can hop to the end

           

Practise writing these spellings.

has  

says  

ask  

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been 
juggling with? 
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a c

b

u

ps

h
Circle the words you think should 
have a capital letter.

Tick the compound word.

Match up the words with their 
examples by drawing 2 lines.

capital letter

word

d e

f

rick          rocket          gavin

so

sandpit

once

ABC the
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Write this sentence using capital letters and punctuation.

bill can hop to the end

Bill can hop to the end.

Practise writing these spellings.

has has has has has has has has  

says says says says says says says 

ask ask ask ask ask ask ask ask ask 

Optional – follow your school’s 
handwriting policy.

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been 
juggling with? 

push

a c

b

u

ps

h
Circle the words you think should 
have a capital letter.

Tick the compound word.

Match up the words with their 
examples by drawing 2 lines.

capital letter

word

d e

f

rick          rocket          gavin

so

sandpit

once

ABC the



Circle the words you think should 
have a capital letter.
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Write this sentence using capital letters and punctuation.

the rabbit, bartek, can hop to the far end

           

Practise writing these spellings.

I'm  

came  

very  

saw  

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been 
juggling with? 

 

Tick the two compound words.

Match up the words with their 
examples by drawing 3 lines.

capital letter

word

exclamation mark

a c

d e

f

b

e

lv
rick           rocket           gavin  

  friday           escape

sandpit

once

o

ABC

the

so

starlight
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Circle the words you think should 
have a capital letter.

Write this sentence using capital letters and punctuation.

the rabbit, bartek, can hop to the far end

The rabbit, Bartek, can hop to the far end.

Practise writing these spellings.
I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm I'm  
came came came came came came 
very very very very very very very
saw saw saw saw saw saw saw saw 
Optional – follow your school’s 
handwriting policy.

Which year 1 common exception 
word has Mr Whoops been 
juggling with? 

love

Tick the two compound words.

Match up the words with their 
examples by drawing 3 lines.

capital letter

word

exclamation mark

a c

d e

f

b

e

lv
rick           rocket           gavin  

  friday           escape

sandpit

once

o

ABC

the

so

starlight
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Circle the words in this sentence 
that should have a capital letter. 

Write this sentence using capital letters and punctuation.

the rabbit, balbir, could hop all the way to the far side

           

Practise writing these spellings.

give       

happy  

funny  

party  

family                                             

Which two tricky words has Mr 
Whoops been juggling with?

 
 

Tick the compound words.

Match up the words with their 
examples by drawing 4 lines.

capital letter

word

exclamation mark

question mark

a c

d e

f

b

s

MM
on friday, gavin and rick 

gave christopher a rocket to 

escape alone.

sandpit

once

friend

r

the

so

starlight

r
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Circle the words in this sentence 
that should have a capital letter. 

Write this sentence using capital letters and punctuation.

the rabbit, balbir, could hop all the way to the far side

The rabbit, Balbir, could hop all the way to the far side.

Practise writing these spellings.
give give give give give give give 
happy happy happy happy happy
funny funny funny funny funny
party party party party party party
family family family family family

Optional – follow your school’s 
handwriting policy.

Which two tricky words has Mr 
Whoops been juggling with?

Mr 

Mrs

Tick the compound words.

Match up the words with their 
examples by drawing 4 lines.

capital letter

word

exclamation mark

question mark

a c

d e

f

b

on friday, gavin and rick 

gave christopher a rocket to 

escape alone.

sandpit

once

friend

the

so

starlight

s

MM

rr


